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FAMOUS NO. 9  
GUN BORE CLEANER
Hoppe’s® No. 9™ remains the most widely used  
remover of powder, lead, metal fouling and rust.  

 � Formula penetrates deep and rapidly.  

 � Ultra-effective, safe and easy to use. 

 � A worldwide favorite since 1903.

 � Child-proof cap.

2 oz. Bottle 902
5 oz. Bottle 904
5 oz. Bottle in Clamshell 904B
2 oz. Aerosol 905
Pint 916
Quart 932

11 oz. Aerosol CD1

BLAST & SHINE™
A high-performance grease remover 
that blasts away oils and grease deposits 
from all gunmetal parts. 

 � Clean actions without disassembly. 

 � Dries in seconds, leaving metal  
surfaces clean. 

 � Environmentally friendly –  
contains no CFCs or carcinogens.

NO. 9 BLACK POWDER
Formulated for black powder shooters, Hoppe’s 
No. 9 Black Powder Gun Bore Cleaner is both a 
powder remover and patch lubricant.

 � Lubricates as it cleans fouling from the bore.

 � Protects against rust and corrosion. 

 � Equally effective for deep or shallow-grooved 
barrels.

8 oz. Plastic Bottle 999

BENCH REST® 9  
COPPER GUN BORE CLEANER
With this powerful gun bore cleaner, copper fouling can be 
cleaned from the bore overnight, instead of the standard 3 to 4 
days it takes with other makes. 

 � Safe, effective and contains no abrasives. 

 � Also great for removing powder, lead  
and plastic from all firearms.

5 oz. Bottle BR904
5 oz. Bottle Clamshell BR904B
Pint BR916

NO. 9 AIR FRESHENER
The scent that’s carved its way into our sporting 
psyches through deer camps, dens and hunting lodges 
of America for more than 107 years can now go 
anywhere you do.

 � Concentrated scent true to Hoppe's  
No. 9 formula.

 � Hang it in your home, office or vehicle.  

3 Pack H9AF3

THE STANDARD 
FOR MORE THAN 
A CENTURY.

HOPPE’S FOAMING  
BORE CLEANER
Quickly and effortlessly dissolves and removes 
copper and powder residue. Its superior cleaning 
formula does the work for you, no brushing or 
other mechanical cleaning necessary. Orange 
foam will turn blue indicating copper removal or 
black indicating powder removal.

 � One-Step.  

 � No Harsh Scrubbing. 

 � Color Change Effectiveness Indicator.

3 oz. Bottle 907
12 oz. Bottle 908

HOPPE’S 
TRADITIONAL
In 1903, Frank August Hoppe mixed nine chemicals 
and created the world’s most effective gun cleaner. As 
a well-trained young soldier, Frank knew that gun care 
went far beyond just a clean rifle, but actually helped 
to ensure his safety while on the front lines of battle. 
Since that time, Hoppe’s® has emerged as the leading 
gun care company, having grown alongside hunters, 
shooters, and soldiers who depend on their firearms 
every day. It has remained the most trusted name in 
gun care by advancing and evolving technologies to 
meet those needs.
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60 ct. 9GO

LUBRICATING GUN  
OIL FIELD WIPES
 � Drives out moisture, lubricates  

and prevents rust.

 � Thick cloth construction.  

 � Packaged in a convenient finger grip 
container. 

 � 50 – 31/4" x 51/4" towelettes. 

LARGE LUBRICATING  
GUN OIL FIELD WIPES
 � Lubricating gun oil wipes perfect for  

field applications.

 � Drives out moisture and reduces rust.

 � Wipes lubricant, leaving thin  
layer of oil.

 � Each wipe is 6" x 7". 

4 oz. Aerosol MDL

MOISTURE DISPLACING LUBRICANT
 � Drives out moisture while it cleans,  

lubricates, protects and prevents  
corrosion on metal surfaces. 

 � Ideal for immediate after-use  
protection of guns and equipment. 

 � Prevents damage from moisture,  
salt and friction.

14.9 ml Precision Lubricator 3060
21/4 oz. Squeeze Bottle 1003
4 oz. Pump 1004
4 oz. Aerosol 1605
10 oz. Aerosol 1610

BENCH REST LUBRICATING  
OIL WITH WEATHERGUARD™
A proven winner for all hunters. Use before and after hunting 
trips to provide moisture and rust protection. Unlike conventional 
lubricating oil, Hoppe’s® Bench Rest Lubricating Oil with 
Weatherguard contains a moisture-fighting agent that drives 
moisture out while lubricating your firearm. 

2 ¼ oz. Tube Squeeze Bottle BR1003

LUBRICATING OIL
 � High-viscosity oil refined to perfection.

 � Extra-long lasting.

 � Pump or Aerosol available.

DRI-LUBE
 � Reduces friction on metal and bearing surfaces without sticky 

oils or silicones. 

 � Doesn’t attract dust. 

 � Evaporates in seconds, leaving a dry lubricating film. 

4 oz. Aerosol. DL1

GUN GREASE
 � Specifically formulated to protect idle firearms.

 � Lubricates moving parts and protects them from corrosion.

 � Displaces metal “sweat” when applied to bore and exterior. 

 � Provides long-term protection when cleaning is delayed.

1 ¾ oz. Tube 1102N

SLICK DEVELOPMENTS  

FROM YOUR  
GUN CARE LEADER.

50 ct. 1631
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2 oz. Bottle HBL2

4 oz. Bottle HBL4

4 oz. Aerosol HBL4A

2.5 oz. Spray HBC2

6 oz. Spray HBC6

4 oz. Aerosol HBC4A

HOPPE’S BLACK  
GUN CLEANER
Superior cleaning formula engineered for modern firearms,  
designed for cleaning high carbon levels.

HOPPE’S BLACK ®

High-performance firearms deserve high-performance 
protection, and Hoppe’s® Black delivers. Hoppe’s® 
Black uses a formula designed for MSR’s and other high 
round count firearms, but will work with any firearm. 
Designed to withstand a wide range of temps from 
-65°F to 540°F – it will prepare your firearm for any 
situation. Hoppe’s Black is comprised of a Gun Cleaner, 
Precision Oil, Copper Cleaner, Grease Syringe and 
Lubricating Cloth.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE GUNCARE 
FOR MODERN FIREARMS.

NEW!NEW!
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12 cc HBGG

BLACK

HOPPE’S BLACK  
COPPER CLEANER
Superior cleaning formula engineered for 
modern firearms.

4 oz. Bottle HBCC

HOPPE’S BLACK  
LUBRICANT CLOTH
Cloth sprayed with Hoppe’s Black Lubricant, 
packaged in a re-sealable bag.

HOPPE’S BLACK  
GREASE SYRINGE
Synthetic polymer formula, temperature 
range:  -65F to 540F. 

11"x14" HBLC

HOPPE’S BLACK  
GUN OIL
Designed specifically for high heat, with a temperature 
range of -65F to 540F. Includes rust inhibitors.



HOPPE’S GUN MEDIC 
CLEANER & LUBE -QUICK FIX
The unrivaled Gun Medic “All-in-One” formula cleans the actions of firearms 
and leaves behind a thin layer of high performance lubrication, protecting 
against the most punishing corrosion.

 � Great for a quick clean when you don’t have time  
for the deep clean.

 � Cleanses and lubricates in one step.

 � Cleanser evaporates in 60 seconds.

 � Leaves an extremely thin layer of lube.

 �  Lubricant utilizes the same technology used in jet propulsion engines.

 � Cold/Heat resistant -65˚F to 500˚F.

 � Bio-Based formula.

10 oz. Aerosol GM2

4 oz. Aerosol GM3

HOPPE’S GUN MEDIC CLEANER 
The Gun Medic cleansing formula quickly cleans the actions 
of firearms. Great for a quick clean when you don’t have 
time for the deep clean.

 � Cleanser evaporates in 60 seconds.

 � Follow up with Gun Medic Lube.

 � Bio-Based formula.

10 oz. Aerosol GM1

HOPPE’S GUN MEDIC LUBE 
The Gun Medic lubricant utilizes the same technology used 
in jet propulsion engines. This technologically-advanced lube 
coats your firearm with a micro-thin layer of lube to defend 
against wear and moisture.

 � Recommended to use Gun Medic Cleaner  
before application.

 � Highly concentrated, just a little is all you need.

 � Cold/Heat resistant -65˚F to 500˚F.

 � Bio-Based formula.

2 oz. Bottle GM4

GUN MEDIC

THE ULTIMATE 
QUICK FIX.

Unjam firearms in seconds, not minutes. Hoppe’s® Gun Medic™ is 
a bio-based formula designed to cut through grime and fouling to 
quickly resuscitate malfunctioning firearms. Gun Medic™ Action 
Cleaner chews through buildup with just a quick spray. Gun Medic™ 
Lube is highly concentrated, and works in temperatures ranging from 
-65°F to 500°F. Gun Medic™ Cleaner and Lube does it all, reviving dirty 
firearms with an “all-in-one” formula that removes grime and protects 
against the most punishing corrosion. 

HOPPE’S  
GUN MEDIC®
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Spotless  
cleaning with 
Hoppe’s Elite  
Gun Cleaner.

Carbon rings  
left behind  
by ordinary  
gun cleaner.

COMPARISON SHOWS HOW HOPPE’S ELITE CLEANS  
DOWN TO THE PORES

HOPPE’S ELITE  
FOAMING GUN CLEANER
Now get the excellent bore cleaning action 
of Hoppe’s Elite in a foaming cleaner. 

 � Deep-cleaning, spray-on foam. 

 � Penetrates deep into the bore, 
removing carbon and fouling better  
than ordinary cleaners. 

 � Low odor, non-flammable.

 � Ideal for black powder shooters.

HOPPE’S ELITE 
BORE GEL
Same state-of-the-art technology 
as Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner, but 
in a thicker formula that clings 
to the inside of your bore for 
extra-deep cleaning and metal 
conditioning.

4 oz. BG4

4 oz. EFGC4

HOPPE’S ELITE  
COPPER TERMINATOR
Quickly dissolves welded copper fouling from bore 
steel without the use of ammonia. Can be used alone 
or as a powerful systems approach with Hoppe’s Elite 
Gun Cleaner by removing layers of carbon build up 
allowing for more rapid copper etching. Does not leave 
ammonia-type crystals that can attract water causing 
corrosion and microscopic stress fractures.

 � Works up to 4 times faster than  
standard copper removers.

 � System approach conditions bore  
for less copper build up.

 � Ammonia free and low odor.

 � Safe on bore steel.

 � Non-flammable.

4 oz. ECC4
1211

HOPPE’S ELITE GUN CLEANER 
Elite Gun Cleaner not only penetrates down to the steel’s molecular pores 
while cleaning carbon, copper and lead fouling, but it also conditions the 
metal to repel future fouling. Hoppe’s Elite reduces your cleaning time by up 
to 80%. Available in a 4 oz. aerosol with spray nozzle and spray stick.

2 oz. GC2
4 oz. GC4
8 oz. GC8
32 oz. GC32
4 oz. Aerosol GC4A

ELITE

The Hoppe’s Elite® cleaning line was designed with the avid hunter 
and shooter in mind. A complete departure from our traditional 
Hoppe’s No. 9 bore cleaner, this high-tech, low odor technology 
outperforms the standard cleaners and oils on the shelf today. 

Take it to the next level – the ELITE level.

HOPPE’S ELITE®

HIGH-PERFORMANCE,  
LOW ODOR TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE MOST AVID  
HUNTERS & SHOOTERS.

HOW HOPPE’S ELITE COPPER TERMINATOR WORKS:
Here the surface carbon and copper fouling have been removed by Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner; 
exposing the “welded” copper attached to the bore. Hoppe’s Elite Copper Terminator is needed 
to dissolve or etch the welded copper from the bore steel. Removal of the carbon allows for the 
copper cutter to “attack” from all angles. Etching of copper from above and below makes for 
maximum removal time and speedier cleanings.



HOPPE’S ELITE  
GUN TUNE-UP KIT
Contains advanced cleaning and conditioning products to 
optimize firearm performance and renew the appearance of old 
and new firearms. Includes 2 oz. bottles of Hoppe’s Elite Gun 
Cleaner, Copper Terminator, Gun Oil and Foaming Gun Cleaner.

KIT E4CCFO

1413

RIFLE ITEM NO. PISTOL ITEM NO.

36”, .22 - .284 cal. RC22R 8”, .22 cal. + RC22P
36”, .17 - .20 cal. (Male Ended) RC17R
36”, .270 cal. + RC270R

HOPPE’S ELITE  
CARBON FIBER CLEANING ROD 
Stay straight and true when cleaning your guns with Hoppe’s®  
all one-piece Elite Carbon Fiber Cleaning Rod. At 8” or 36” in length, 
this carbon fiber rod is ideal for handgun or rifle cleaning and remains 
straight despite rigorous cleaning sessions.  

Soft, easy-grip handle makes this rod easy to use while the ball-
bearing rotation is gentle on your barrel yet tough on stubborn 
fouling.

 � One Piece Rod.

 � Carbon Fiber.

 � Advanced quality for better cleaning.

 � Ergonomic handle.

 � Premium double ball bearings.

RC22P
8”, .22 cal. +

ELITEELITE

HOPPE’S ELITE GUN KIT ON THE GO
Designed with the needs of the avid hunter and shooter in mind, this new Hoppe’s Elite Cleaning Kit contains 
all the products and tools needed to clean and maintain firearms, including our Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner 
and Gun Oil w/ T3.  Our innovative field packs offer the Elite outstanding cleaning and lubrication in single 
use applications – easy to carry and won’t leak.  A complete departure from the traditional Hoppe’s No. 9 
solvent, this advanced high-tech performance technology outperforms the standard cleaners and oils on the 
shelf today.  Take it to the next level – the ELITE level.  This kit includes the following: 

 � 4 oz. Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner.

 � 2 oz. Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil with T3.

 � 4 Hoppe’s Elite Gun Cleaner Field 
Packs (7.5ml each).

 �  4 Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil with T3 Field 
Packs (2ml each).

 � 50 2 ½ " Square Cleaning Patches 
(.38 - .45 Caliber).

 � 1 Lint-Free Gun Cloth.

 � 1 Multi-Section Cleaning Rod  
with Folding Handle.

 � 5 Assorted Bore Brushes.

 Small - .22, .223 Caliber

 Medium - .30, .30-06, .300 Mag

 Medium – 9mm, .357, .38, .40 Caliber

 Larger - .45, .410 Shotgun

 12 Gauge Shotgun

 � 1 Utility Brush.

 � 1 Shotgun Brush Adapter.

 � 1 .22 Caliber Loop.

 � 1 Foam Gun Pad.

 � 1 Lockable Gun Case.

KIT EGCOTG

HOPPE’S ELITE PIERCE POINT  
CLEANING JAGS
 � Use to push patches through your muzzle for the deepest clean. 

 � Extra-durable, pierce point design. 

 � .17 - .20 cal. is 5/44 female threaded.

 � Threaded 8/32 for the Hoppe’s Elite Cleaning Rod System and others.

 � Fits .17 cal. to .45 rifles, .338 -.45 cal. pistols.

RIFLE ITEM NO. RIFLE/PISTOL ITEM NO.

.17 - .20 cal. (Female Ended) EPP17 .30 - 8mm EPP30

.22 - .243/6mm EPP22 .45 cal. EPP45

.270 - 7mm EPP27 .338/9mm EPP9

HOPPE’S ELITE GUN OIL
Uses a thin-coat technology, spreading gun oil evenly in a micro-fine layer. This provides 
superior lubrication and corrosion protection. Traditional oils tend to puddle, not fully coating or 
protecting the firearm, leaving it vulnerable to rust and potential malfunction. Hoppe’s Elite Gun 
Oil’s exceptional coating technology provides effective, long-lasting protection for your firearm.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
TECHNOLOGY.
Ordinary gun oils bead and 
pool on the surface of the 
metal. Hoppe’s Elite Gun Oil 
disperses in a thin coat across 
the entire surface of the bore 
and is also pulled deep into 
the pores of the metal.

Hoppe’s Elite Gun OilOrdinary gun oils

HOPPE’S ELITE GUN OIL WITH T3 
Hoppe’s best gun oil with a special T3 additive contains liquid molybdenum and liquid PTFE. 
With the lowest coefficient of friction known to man, this gun oil applies a thin coat technology 
that will not separate or breakdown, provides long-lasting corrosion protection and has a 
temperature range of -40 F to 320 F.

2 oz. GOT2
4 oz. GOT4

SQUEEZE SPRAY

2 oz. GO2    —
4 oz. GO4 GO4S



RIFLE

24011VD M-16, .22–.225  caliber
24012VD 6mm, .240, .243, .244 caliber
24014VD 7mm, .270, .284, .280 caliber
24015VD .308–.30 caliber
24017VD .338, .340 caliber
24018VD .35–.375 caliber
24019VD .416– .460 caliber
24020VD .50, .54 caliber

PISTOL & REVOLVER

24000VD .22 calibers
24001VD .30 & .32 caliber
24002VD 9mm, .357, .380, .38 caliber
24003VD .40, .41 calibers
24004VD .44, .45 caliber

SHOTGUN

24031VD .410 gauge
24035VD 12 gauge
24033VD 20 gauge

THE ORIGINAL BORESNAKE - NOW WITH BORESNAKE DEN CASE & T-HANDLE
The original, fastest bore cleaner on the planet has a new and improved home. The BoreSnake now includes a T-handle for easier pull through  
of your firearm and a reusable carrying case that you can keep in your range bag or backpack to protect your BoreSnake during transport.  
A one pass solution, BoreSnake uses an integrated bronze brush to scrub out carbon fouling, while the tail clears the barrel of loose debris with  
a surface area 160x larger than a standard patch. The orginal BoreSnake is back and better than ever. 

RIFLE

24009D .177 Airgun (no brush)

24010D .17 caliber

24011D M-16, .22–.225  caliber

24012D 6mm, .240, .243, .244 caliber

24013D 6.5mm, .257–.264 caliber

24014D 7mm, .270, .284, .280 caliber

24015D .308–.30 caliber

24016D .32, 8mm caliber

24017D .338, .340 caliber

24018D .35–.375 caliber

24019D .416– .460 caliber

24020D .50, .54 caliber

24025D .204 caliber

24090D 9mm

PISTOL & REVOLVER

24000D .22 caliber

24001D .30, .32 caliber

24002D 9mm, .357, .380, .38 caliber

24003D .40, .41 caliber

24004D .44, .45 caliber

SHOTGUN

24031D .410 gauge

24032D 28 gauge

24033D 20 gauge

24034D 16 gauge

24035D 12 gauge

24036D 10 gauge

HOPPE’S BORESNAKE®

Hoppe’s pioneered one-pass gun cleaning, and the original 
remains the best. The BoreSnake Family has expanded 
and now includes an enhancement to the fastest bore 
cleaner on the planet. BoreSnake Den is a convenient 
carrying case with an integrated pull handle for quicker, 
more efficient use. BoreSnake CLP is Hoppe’s first all-
in-one cleaner, lubricant and protectant. A few drops on 
the head of a BoreSnake provides unparalleled gun care 
performance, in mere seconds. 

CLEAN, BRUSH & SWAB
WITHOUT HAVING TO  
CLEAN, BRUSH & SWAB.

HOPPE’S BORESNAKE CLP
Hoppe’s first CLP is an effective one step cleaner, lubricant and rust preventative intended for use in all pistol, rifle and 
shotgun models. Designed to break down and remove carbon, lead and powder fouling, the corrosion inhibitors prevent  
rust from forming, leaving behind a lasting coat of protection. 

Hoppe’s new CLP also provides total protection when used in combination with a Hoppe’s Boresnake. Apply Hoppe’s CLP  
to the head of the Boresnake prior to use to clean, protect and coat the interior of your bore for year-round protection.

2 oz. Squeeze Bottle HSO

BORESNAKE DEN  
WITH CASE & T-HANDLE

BORESNAKE VIPER DEN 
WITH CASE & T-HANDLE
Everything you love about the BoreSnake plus better cleaning  
and superior strength. 

 � Brass weight on the pull cord is laser etched with size.
 � 50% more brush cleaning power.
 � Cone-shaped bore guide on the leading end.
 � Nylon cord attached directly to the bronze scrubbing brush.

 � The world’s quickest, cleaning system.
 � Extremely packable.
 � Available for rifles, shotguns and pistols.
 � Brass weight on the pull cord is laser etched with the size. 
 � Patented one-piece design.

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

INSERT ATTACH PULL

 � Lid doubles as a pull handle
 � Convenient new case for easy storage and transport
 � Includes The Original BoreSnake®

 � Patented case design

NEW!

1615
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HOPPE’S

HAS THE TOOLS  
FOR THE JOB.

KIT FC4

RANGE KIT WITH CLEANING MAT
 � Advanced fold out cleaning mat for advanced cleaning  

and disassembly of firearms.

 � Work surface is oil and solvent resistant.

 � Universal kit includes brushes, swabs, patches and tools.

 � Magnet in upper corner to keep small parts contained.

KIT NK1

GUN CLEANING ESSENTIAL KIT- UNIVERSAL
This 28-piece kit contains everything new and experienced shooters need to keep 
their firearm spotlessly clean. Components for keeping pistols, rifles and shotguns are 
contained in the handsome carrying case. 

 � Storage Box/Case

 � Component Insert

 � Cleaning Mat

 � Aluminum rod w/T handle

 � Aluminum Adaptor

 � 20 Gauge Bronze Brush

 � 12 Gauge Bronze Brush

 � .30 Bronze Brush

 � .22 Bronze Brush

 � .38 Handgun Bronze Brush

 � 9mm Handgun Bronze Brush

 � 20 Gauge Swab

 � 12 Gauge Swab

 � .22/.270 Swab

 � .280/.32 Swab

 � .25/.38 Swab

 � .22 to .270 Patches

 � .38 to .45 Patches

 � Rifle to Shotgun Adaptor

 � .22 Knob End

 � .30 Knob End

 � .38 Pistol Knob End

 � 16-12 Gauge Slotted Jag

 � Nylon Brush

 � Hoppe’s No 9 Bore Cleaner 2 oz.

 � Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil 2.25 oz.

 � Silicone Gun Cloth

 � How to Clean  
Your Gun Booklet

Kit includes:

 � Range kit bag

 � 23 ½” x 19 ½”  
Advanced Cleaning Mat     
(folds to 10” x 11 ½”)

 � Multi-Section Cleaning 
Rod

 � Phosphor Bronze & Nylon 
Utility Brushes

 � .223 Chamber Brush

 � Phosphor Bronze Brushes    
(.22, 9mm, .40/10mm, 
.30, .45)

 � Patches

 � Cleaning Picks

Kit includes: KIT NK2

GUN CLEANING ESSENTIAL KIT- PISTOL
Wondering how to keep that new pistol clean? Look no further than this 23-piece kit, which 
contains the essential elements to keep pistols of all calibers clean and oiled.

 � Storage Box/Case

 � Component Insert

 � Cleaning Mat

 � Aluminum rod w/T handle

 � .22 Handgun Bronze Brush

 � .38 Handgun Bronze Brush

 � 9mm Handgun Bronze Brush

 � .44/.45 Handgun Bronze Brush

 � .40/10mm Handgun Bronze Brush

 � .22/.270 Swab

 � .35/.375 Swab

 � .40/.45 Swab

 � .22 to .270 Patches

 � .38 to .45 Patches

 � .22 Knob End

 � .30 Knob End

 � .38 Pistol Knob End

 � .44/.45 Pistol Knob End

 � Nylon Brush

 � Hoppe’s No 9 Bore Cleaner 2 oz

 � Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil 2.25 oz

 � Silicone Gun Cloth

 � How to Clean Your Gun Booklet

KIT BUOX

DELUXE GUN CLEANING KIT
An extremely versatile kit packed in a heavy-duty presentation box featuring  
a dark stain and strong finger joints (14 ¼" L x 5 ½" W x 2 ¼" H). 

Kit includes:

 � Hoppe’s No. 9™ Gun Bore Cleaner.

 � Lubricating oil, patches.

 � Three-piece brass rod.

 � Four slotted ends.

 � Five phosphor bronze brushes to fit .22 and .30 caliber  
rifles, .38 caliber pistols, and 20 and 12 gauge shotguns. 

 � Rifle/shotgun and pistol adapter.

 � Silicone cleaning cloth.

 � Hoppe’s “Guide to Gun Care” booklet.
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Rimfire Cleaning Kit for  
.17 - .22 caliber rifles UL17

Rifle Cleaning Kit for  
.22 caliber and larger UL22

Shotgun Cleaning Kit  
for all gauges ULSG

HOPPE’S LEGEND CLEANING KITS
These kits capture the essence of the legendary Hoppe’s brand with a selection 
of our most popular gun cleaning products. Each Legend Kit comes in its own 
reusable box and includes:

 � 2 oz. Hoppe’s No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner.

 � 4 oz. Hoppe’s Aerosol Lubricating Oil.

 � Long-lasting nylon brush.

 � Cleaning patches.

 � Three-piece aluminum rod with all accessories.

 � Brushes. 

KIT AC1

AIR PISTOL & AIR RIFLE  
MAINTENANCE KIT
Everything you need to clean and maintain all air pistols, air rifles, BB and 
pellet guns. Packaged for pegboard hanging or self-standing display.

 � Three-piece steel rod with looped handle.

 � Lubricating oil.

 � Brass knob end.

 � .17 caliber brush.

 � Cleaning patches.

 � Hoppe’s “Guide to Gun Care” booklet.

UNIVERSAL FIELD CLEANING KIT
Accessories are neatly packed into a rugged, compact soft-sided case that attaches  
easily to a belt. 

 � Works equally well for pistols, rifles and shotguns.

 � Ideal when space is at a premium. 

 � Contains all necessary accessories, except brushes. 

 � Extra room for add-ons such as Hoppe’s silicone cloth and cleaning brushes. 

 � Specially designed cleaning rod with rotating handle.

RIFLE & SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT
Kit includes:

 � Bench Rest 9 Copper Solvent.

 � Bench Rest Lubricating Oil.

 � Cotton patches.

 � Stainless steel cleaning rod.

 � Rod end accessories.

 � Storage box.

1.2.3. DONE! KITS
Cleaning a firearm has never been faster or easier. Hoppe’s 1.2.3. Done! cleaning kits contain 
everything needed to cleanse and protect a firearm in three simple steps. Available in eight common 
calibers, each kit contains Hoppe’s legendary No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner along with the fastest bore 
cleaning tool on the planet—Hoppe’s patented BoreSnake. It also includes a bottle of lubricating 
oil and easy-to-understand photo directions. Swab the barrel, add a few drops of Hoppe’s No. 9 
Lubricating Oil and the gun is ready for storage. It really is as easy as 1-2-3.

 � Contains everything you need to clean a bore in three simple steps.

 � High-viscosity lubricating oil refined to perfection so it won’t gum action.

 � Legendary No. 9 penetrates quickly and deeply.

 � Caliber-specific BoreSnake offers 160x more surface than standard patches.

 � Easy to understand photo directions on packaging.

BORESNAKE SOFT-SIDED  
GUN CLEANING KIT
Take this complete, super compact BoreSnake Gun Cleaning 
Kit anywhere. The rugged, soft-sided case attaches easily to a 
belt and fits compactly into a box or bag. Includes BoreSnake, 
Hoppe’s No. 9 Solvent, Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil, Hoppe’s 
Weatherguard Cloths and pulling tool.

KIT FC2

KIT BRUO

RIFLE

110556 M-16, .22–.225  caliber

110030 .308–.30 caliber

PISTOL

110022 .22 caliber

110009 9mm, .357, .380, .38 caliber

110040 .40, .41 caliber

110045 .44, .45 caliber

SHOTGUN

110012 12 gauge

110020 20 gauge

RIFLE

34011 M-16, .22–.225  caliber

34015 .308–.30 caliber

PISTOL

34002 9mm, .357, .380, .38 caliber

SHOTGUN

34035 12 gauge

2019
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KIT  UAC76

UNIVERSAL GUN CLEANING 
ACCESSORY KIT
 � Three-piece universal cleaning rod.

 � Nine phosphor bronze brushes to fit .22, .270/7mm, .30, 
.357/9mm, .40/10mm and .44/.45 calibers, along with 12 
ga., 20 ga. and .410 bore.

 � Five swabs for 12 ga. and 20 ga., plus .35/.38, .22/.270,  
.40/.45 calibers.

 � Four slotted ends to fit .410 bore to 20 ga., 16 and 12 ga.,  
.30 caliber and .22 caliber.

 � Shotgun and pistol adaptable.

DELUXE GUN CLEANING  
ACCESSORY KIT
 � Three-piece universal brass cleaning rod.

 � Eight phosphor bronze brushes to fit .22, .270/7mm,  
.30, .357/9mm, .40/10mm and .44/.45 calibers, along with  
12 ga. and 20 ga.

 � Six swabs for 12 ga. and 20 ga., plus .35/38, .22/.270, .280/ 
.32, and .40/45 calibers.

 � Four slotted ends to fit .410 bore to 20 ga., 16 and 12 ga.,  
.30 caliber and .22 caliber.

 � Four knob ends for .22, .30, .38 and .44/.45 calibers.

 � Shotgun and pistol adaptable.

PREMIUM CLEANING KIT
 � Includes three, three-piece rods with handle assemblies for  

17 caliber, .22-caliber rifles and up, and shotguns. 

 � 10 phosphor bronze brushes for 12, 20 and 28 ga., .410 bore,  
.44/45, .38, .30, .40/10mm, .22 and .17 calibers.

 � Six swabs for 12, 20 and 28 ga., .410 bore, .280/.32 and  
.22/.270 calibers.

 � Nine jags for calibers .17/.20, .22/.243/6mm, .25-6.5mm,  
.270-7mm, .30-8mm, .375-.40, .416 to .44, .45, .338 to 9mm.

 � Four slotted ends to fit most calibers.

 � Three utility brushes:  
nylon, phosphor bronze and stainless steel.

 � Two round receiver brushes for .45 caliber and 12 gauge.

 � Shotgun and pistol adaptable.

KIT  UACPR

KIT UAC102 

More than 100 years in the gun care business has taught us a thing 
or two about what makes a good kit. It’s precisely why hunters, 
shooters and those in search of the perfect gift continually turn 
to Hoppe’s. Our kits aren’t just convenient, they’re extremely well 
thought out. 

Hoppe’s Cleaning Kits include:

 � 2 oz. Hoppe’s No. 9™ Gun Bore Cleaner.

 � 2 ¼ oz. Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil. 

 � Die-cut patches for an absorbent surface  
with deep cleaning. 

 � Slotted ends and adapters, where appropriate.

 � Aluminum cleaning rods, unless otherwise noted.

.17/.204 CALIBER CLEANING KIT  
WITH STEEL ROD
Clean your prized varminter with this kit. Includes brushes and 
everything above, except it has a steel rod, rather than aluminum. 

CALIBERS CLAMSHELL

.17, 17 HMR, .204 D17B

PISTOL & RIFLE CLEANING KITS  
WITH ALUMINUM ROD
Includes a brush to fit your specific caliber.

CALIBERS   BOX CLAMSHELL

.22, .222, .223, .224, .225, 

.243, .25, .25-06, .257  U22 U22B

6mm, 6.5mm   — U243B
.270, 7mm, .280   — U27OB

.30, 30-06, 30-30, .303, .308, 

.32, 8mm   — U30B

.22        — PCO22B

.38, .357, 9mm  PCO38 PCO38B

.40, 10mm  PCO4O PCO4OB

.44, .45       — PCO45B

All calibers    PCO PCOB
(Brushes not included)

RIFLE & SHOTGUN CLEANING KITS  
WITH ALUMINUM ROD

CALIBERS/GAUGES  BOX CLAMSHELL

All calibers and gauges UO UOB
(Brushes not included)  

SHOTGUN CLEANING KITS  
WITH ALUMINUM ROD
Includes a brush to fit your specific gauge, unless otherwise  
noted and 2 oz. of famous Hoppe’s No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner.

GAUGES BOX CLAMSHELL

12 gauge SGO12 SGO12B
(Brushes not included) SGOU SGOUB

HOPPE’S CLEANING KITS FOR

EVERY HUNTER  
AND SHOOTER.

CLEANING KITSCLEANING KITS

HOPPE’S DRY CLEANING KITS
 � The ultimate rod-based cleaning kit with brushes, swabs,  

jags and patches suited for your needs.

 � Available in four assortments.

 � Perfect for any firearm.
DKU UNIVERSAL KIT
DKRI RIFLE KIT
DKPI PISTOL KIT
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BRASS CLEANING 
PICKS AND  
BRUSH SET
 � Brass picks and Plastic/ 

Nylon Brush.

 � 3 picks for hard to reach areas.

 � Utility brush for trigger 
mechanisms and action areas.

 � Different heads for  
precision cleaning.

CLEANING TOOLS  
COMBO SET
 � Pinpointed picks for hard to  

reach areas.

 � Cotton swabs for detail cleaning 
and placement of chemicals.

 � Nylon brush.

GUN CLEANING 
SWABS
 � Pinpointed swabs for hard to 

reach areas.

50 count T06
100 count T07

GUN CLEANING 
PICKS
 � Pinpointed picks for hard  

to reach areas.

 � Different heads for  
precision cleaning.

 � Will not scratch firearms finish.

 � Set of 4 picks.

 CLEANING TOOLSCLEANING TOOLS

GUN CLEANING BRUSHES
 � Stainless Steel Brush for aggressive 

cleaning of non-blued surfaces.

 � Phosphor Bronze Brush for blued 
metals: actions, receivers, barrels.

 � Nylon Brush for delicate parts and wood 
surfaces; great for checking and other 
carved areas.

KIT T01

13-PIECE  
BRASS JAG KIT
Includes .17, .22, .270, .30, 
.33, .375, .40, .44, .45, and 
.50 caliber brass jags.

KIT JKI

KIT PKI

9-PIECE PISTOL 
CLEANING KIT
Great compact cleaning kit for 
the bench or the field. Includes 
.22, .357, .40 and .45 caliber 
brushes, brass slotted end, 
2-piece brass rod, convenient 
storage case/handle.

GUIDE UBG

UNIVERSAL  
BORE GUIDE
Keeps solvents from dripping into action and prevents  
excessive cleaning rod contact with the rifling that lands 
closest to the chamber. 

 � Three interchangeable chamber tips to fit . 
17 to .416 caliber. 

 � Aluminum action collar fits .695"/.700" 
(17.65mm/17.78mm) diameter bolt actions of any 
action length. 

 � Threaded brass pin locks the guide into the action  
in place of the bolt to allow proper cleaning from  
the breech.

BENCH REST  
STAINLESS STEEL RODS
 � Constructed of high-grade stainless steel.

 � Incredible resistance to weather and chemicals. 

 � Available for shotguns, rifles and pistols.

PISTOL

PSS All calibers

THREE-PIECE UNIVERSAL

3PSS All calibers and gauges

ONE-PIECE UNIVERSAL

1PSS All calibers and gauges

HOPPE’S 
CLEANING RODS 
All Hoppe’s Gun Cleaning Rods have a ball bearing swivel 
handle to follow the bore’s rifling. Choose from one-piece, 
three-piece or four-piece rods. All are packaged in a 
reusable pouch.

THE MOST COST EFFICIENT
WAY TO OWN A PREMIUM ROD 
FOR EVERY GUN.
HOPPE’S STAINLESS STEEL  
CLEANING ROD 
Stay straight and true when cleaning your guns with Hoppe’s® all one-piece Stainless 
Steel Cleaning Rod. Specially designed to withstand tough scrubbing, these rods 
provide the ultimate in durability and performance. The handle is ergonomically 
designed with double ball bearings to assure complete bore coverage. Rods include 
a brass muzzle guard. Comes in 8” or 36” in length, this stainless steel rod is the 
ultimate handgun or rifle cleaning tool when paired with Hoppe’s® bore brushes, 
mops and patches.

RIFLE ITEM NO.

36”, .22 - .284 cal. RS22R
36”, .17 - .20 cal. (Male Ended) RS17R
36”, .30 cal. + RS30R
PISTOL ITEM NO.

8”, .22 cal. + RS22P

 � One piece rods.

 � Advanced quality for better cleaning.

 � Ergonomic handle.

 � Premium double ball bearings.

RS22P
8”, .22 cal. +

BRASS RODS

3PB22 .22 caliber

SHOTGUN SET (THREE-PIECE) SLOTTED ENDS

SGU All gauges, aluminum

RIFLE SET (THREE-PIECE) KNOB & SLOTTED ENDS

3PA22 .22 caliber, aluminum
3PA30 .30 caliber, aluminum
3PS17 .17/204 caliber, steel
3PU All calibers (.22 & .30 caliber rod ends), aluminum

PISTOL SETS - KNOBS & SLOTTED ENDS 

P22 All calibers, aluminum

KIT T02

KIT T03

KIT T04
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CLEANING SWABS
 � Soft and washable.
 � Gentle, yet effective. 
 � Available for all gauges  

and most rifle calibers.

STANDARD SWABS

.410 gauge 1317 .22/.270 caliber 1321
28 gauge 1317A .280/.32 caliber 1322
20 gauge 1318 .35/.375 caliber 1323
16 gauge 1319 .40/.45 caliber 1324
12 gauge 1320 17 HMR/.204 (Female Ended) 1325

KNOB AND SLOTTED ENDS

.22 caliber Knob End 1411

.30 caliber Knob End 1412

.38 caliber Pistol Knob End 1438

.44/.45 caliber Pistol Knob End 1445

.22 caliber Slotted End 1422

.30, .38, .45 caliber Slotted End 1430

.410 to 20 gauge Slotted End 1441
16/12 gauge Slotted End 1416

CONVERSION ADAPTERS
Permits interchangeability with non-standard  
size threads.

Pistol/Rifle Adapter BRXR
Shotgun Adapter BRXS
.17 rod to .22 End Accessories 1400
Rifle to Shotgun Adapter 1401

PATCHES 
 � Bulk or small quantity available.  
 � Ultra-absorbent. 
 � Pre-cut caliber and gauges.

BULK COTTON 
PATCHES 
ITEM NO. CALIBER

# PER 
PACK

1202S .22 to .270 caliber 500
1203S .270 to .35 caliber 650
1204S .38 to .45 caliber and .410 to 20 gauge 500
1205S 16/12 gauge 300

SYNTHETIC PATCHES 
ITEM NO. CALIBER

# PER 
PACK

1201 Small Bore, 17 HMR, .204 60
1202 .22 to .270 caliber 60
1203 .270 to .35 caliber 50
1204 .38 to .45 caliber and .410 to 20 gauge 40
1205 16/12 gauge 25

CHAMBER MOP
 � Designed for use with  

5.56mm/.223 caliber firearms.

 � Perfect for cleaning the  
chamber of a  
M-16/AR-15 rifle.

1321M

.357/9mm 1451BK .30 caliber 1456BK

.44/.45 1452BK 20 gauge 1458BK

.22 caliber 1454BK 12 gauge 1459BK

.270/7mm 1455BK .556/.223 1461BK
7.62mm/.30 1463BK

3-PACK BRUSH/SWAB KITS
 � Cleaning swab. 
 � Tornado brush.  
 � Phosphor bronze brush.  
 � In matching caliber or gauge.

BORE LIGHT BRL1

TORNADO BRUSHES
Known as “The Gunsmith’s Brush,” it has a special 
spiral-wound design that’s highly effective at 
removing fouling, yet won’t damage your rifling.  
Stainless steel loops eliminate  
any bristle ends that  
could leave scratches.

RIFLE

1250 .22 caliber
1251 .30 caliber
1252 .35 caliber/9mm
1253 .243/.25 caliber
1254 .270 caliber/7mm

PISTOL

1256 .38 caliber
1257 .44/.45 caliber
1258 .40 caliber

SHOTGUN 

1260 12 gauge
1262 20 gauge

UTILITY BRUSH 
 � Choose nylon or phosphor bronze bristles.
 � Two bristled ends – one for large areas, the other  

for tight spots.  
 � Intense scrubbing without scratching.
 � Extremely rugged design. 
 � Ideal for breeches and a myriad of other uses. 

Nylon 1380
Phosphor Bronze 1380P

HOPPE’S AR RIFLE  
CHAMBER BRUSHES

RIFLE

NYLON PHOSPHOR 
BRONZE GAUGE/CALIBER

1301 1301P 6mm

1302 1302P .17 caliber, Centerfire/17HMR/.204  
(Female Ended)

   — 1302AP .17 caliber (male end)
1303 1303P .22 caliber
1304 1304P .270 caliber/7mm
1305 1305P .30 caliber
   — 1305AP .338/8mm caliber
1309 1309P .35 caliber/9mm
1310 1310P .243/.25 caliber
— 1310AP .416 caliber
1315 1315P .44/.45 caliber
   — 1316P .375 caliber
   — 1315AP .50 caliber 

PISTOL

NYLON
PHOSPHOR 
BRONZE GAUGE/CALIBER

1306 1306P .22 caliber
   — 1306AP .32 caliber
1307 1307P .38 caliber
   — 1307AP 9mm
1308 1308P .44/.45 caliber
1308A 1308AP .40 caliber/10mm

SHOTGUN

NYLON
PHOSPHOR 
BRONZE GAUGE/CALIBER

   — 1311P .410 gauge
   — 1311AP 28 gauge
1312 1312P 20 gauge
   — 1313P 16 gauge
1314 1314P 12 gauge
   — 1314AP 10 gauge

NYLON BRUSHES
 � Thorough, multi-directional scrubbing action.

 � Bristles return to their original shape.

 � Long-lasting durability. 

PHOSPHOR BRONZE  
BRUSHES
 � Stout bristles for efficient cleaning. 

 � Most effective on lead.

SKU PRODUCT#

1323P Rifle Chamber Brush, AR, 5.56mm/.223,  
Double Diameter

1323P3 AR Rifle Chamber Brush, 5.56mm/.223 3 Pack, Card

1325P Rifle Chamber Brush, AR, 7.62mm/.308,  
Double Diameter

1325P3 AR Rifle Chamber Brush, 7.62mm/.308 3 Pack, Card

CLEANING TOOLSCLEANING TOOLS

BORE LIGHT
Now you can illuminate the bore entirely to 
expose nicks, scratches, pits and fouling. 

 � Great for safety checks and lighting hard-to-
reach areas. 

 � Locking feature can keep light on for  
longer inspections. 

 � Indispensable for buyers of used firearms. 

 � Runs on two AAA batteries (not included).

BORE BRUSH

CHAMBER MOP

CHAMBER BRUSH
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QUICK CLEAN RUST &  
LEAD REMOVER CLOTH
 � Pre-treated, multi-purpose cloths.

 � Remove rust and lead deposits without  
hard scrubbing. 

 � Non-abrasive and will not harm wood finishes.

 � After shooting, wipe around action,  
chamber and muzzle for quick lead  
and carbon removal. 

 � Caution: Continued hard scrubbing may 
remove some blued finishes.

CLOTH 1215

ACCESSORIESCLEANING TOOLS

CLOTH 1130

TREATED  
GUN CLEANING PATCHES
These easy to use patches are treated with an 
oil blend. Contains 120 pre-treated patches and 
packaged in a resealable foil pouch. Use them 
in the final stage of gun cleaning to lubricate 
and condition the bore.

Treated Patches- .270-
.50 caliber, 120 count 1199

Treated Patches- .22-
.270 caliber, 120 count 1198

TRIPLE THREAT CLOTH
Hoppe’s Triple Threat Cloth cleans, shines and neutralizes 
odors. Made in the USA from 100% cotton flannel. Packaged 
in a resealable foil pouch. Remove cloth from bag, rub cloth on 
all exposed gun surfaces.

LEAD-B-GONE  
SKIN CLEANSING WIPES
 � Removes up to 99.9 percent of metal contaminants  

with water rinse (soap and water only remove 72 percent).

 � Saturated with gentle pH cleaner.

 � Soft towels lift and trap lead and metal dust.

 � Contains aloe skin moisturizers.

 � Disposable.

 � Not for use on firearms.

40 COUNT LBG40

WAX TREATED GUN CLOTH
 � Pre-treated cloth cleans, polishes and protects  

in a single application. 

 � For a polished, professional finish on wooden stocks. 

 � Excellent for polishing gun barrels, hardware and  
most metals.

CLOTH 1217

CLOTH 1218

SILICONE GUN AND REEL CLOTH
 � Take it anywhere for fast maintenance in the field. 

 � Flannel cloth pre-treated with silicone lubricant. 

 � Removes fingerprints and potentially corrosive epidermal oils.

 � Polishes and coats with a protective finish.

HRBM

MEDIUM
 � 600-denier constructed with rip-stop polyester.

 � Multiple compartments for ample space.

 � Gun Holder included.

 � Heavy duty zippers and handles.

 � 16.75” x 11” x 10.75”.

SMALL 
 � 600-denier constructed with rip-stop polyester.

 � Multiple compartments for ample space.

 � Gun Holder included.

 � Heavy duty zippers and handles.

 � 18” x 10” x 9.75”.

HRBS HRBL

LARGE
 � 600-denier constructed with rip-stop polyester.

 � Multiple compartments for ample space.

 � Gun Holder included.

 � Heavy duty zippers and handles.

 � 24” x 15” x 10”.

RANGE BAGS 
A trip to the range involves a lot of gear, and Hoppe’s® new Range Bags can hold all of it. The bags come in three sizes, and include a handgun 
strap for safe and secure firearm transport. Each bag includes multiple pockets for storing cleaning supplies, ammunition and other accessories. 
The 600 Denier ripstop polyester construction is sturdy and can handle the wear and tear that come with multiple trips to the range.

CLEANING CRADLE 
It sets up in seconds and securely holds any  
long gun in its over-molded rubber saddles. 

 � Ideal for home, the range or on your tailgate  
in the field. 

 � Adjusts for length.

 � Disassembles to fit in your range bag or  
cleaning kit.

CRADLE HCC

SOLID BRASS  
GUN DISPLAY HANGERS
Attractive brushed brass hangers for modern and 
antique rifles, shotguns or any long gun.

GUN CLEANING PAD
Attractive hunter green pad protects firearms 
and working surfaces from scratches and spills. 

 � Soft acrylic material absorbs eight times its 
weight in fluids. 

 � Non-slip vinyl backing keeps it in place and  
prevents soak-through. 

 � 12" x 36" for rifles and shotguns.

PAD MAT2

HANGERS N1004
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GUN CARE  
SOLUTIONS

TRADITIONAL HOPPE’S No.9
· A world-wide favorite since 1903 and has the Hoppe’s scent
· Use as a deep clean on any firearm
· Will remove both carbon and some copper from barrels
· High viscosity oil

HOPPE’S GUN MEDIC
·  A temporary fix to be used when you have a malfunctioning firearm
·  High pressure aerosol breaks up carbon and unjams your action 
·  Alcohol carrier disperses and migrates lubrication
· Bio-based formula
·  Hoppe’s recommends to perform deep clean on firearm  

after visiting the range or after a competition

HOPPE’S BLACK
· Formulated specifically for high volume firearms
·  Lubricant designed to withstand extreme temperatures  

from -65°F to 540°F and includes rust prohibitors
· Suitable for use on any firearm for a full clean

INSERT
Apply Hoppe’s No. 9 Bore Cleaner to the head of the Boresnake 
and Hoppe’s Lubricating Oil to the tail. If you are using 
Boresnake CLP, apply this to both the head and the tail of the 
Boresnake. Once cleaner and lubrication have been applied 
to the Boresnake, drop the weighted cord of the Boresnake 
through your bore from breach to muzzle.

ATTACH
Once the corded weight has been threaded through the barrel, 
place brass weight through the bottom of the T-handle, making 
sure the brass weight is secure in designated slot and the pull 
cord is strung through the notch at the bottom of the T-handle. 
Wrap any extra cord around handle to shorten the length of the 
pull cord, ensuring the handle does not come into contact with 
the end of the firearm barrel.

PULL
With the firearm secure, pull on Boresnake Den T-handle to pull 
Boresnake through bore, ensuring you are pulling the T-handle 
straight away from the end of the bore to provide even cleaning 
of bore. Once the Boresnake is clear of the bore, unwrap cord 
from handle and store Boresnake in the Den.

NOW WITH BORESNAKE DEN CASE & T-HANDLE
The original, fastest bore cleaner on the planet has a new and improved home. The 
BoreSnake now includes a T-handle for easier pull through of your firearm and a reusable 
carrying case that you can keep in your range bag or backpack to protect your BoreSnake 
during transport. A one pass solution, BoreSnake uses an integrated bronze brush to scrub 
out carbon fouling, while the tail clears the barrel of loose debris with a surface area 160x 
larger than a standard patch. The orginal BoreSnake is back and better than ever. 

THE ORIGINAL

BORESNAKE DEN T-HANDLE INSTRUCTIONS WARNING:  Be sure firearm is unloaded before cleaning. Verify your gun bore is free of obstructions after use of this product and before firing. 
Use the Boresnake only on recommended calibers.
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THE GUNCARE PEOPLE SINCE 1903

In 1903, Frank August Hoppe mixed nine chemicals and created the world’s 

most effective gun cleaner. As a well-trained young soldier, Frank knew that 

gun care went far beyond just a clean rifle, but actually helped to ensure 

his safety while on the front lines of battle. Since that time, Hoppe’s® 

has emerged as the leading gun care company, having grown along-side 

hunters, shooters, and soldiers who depend on their firearms every day.  

It has remained the most trusted name in gun care by advancing and 

evolving technologies to meet those needs. From the ever-popular and 

versatile No. 9® and the quick and easy BoreSnake®, to the marvel of 

efficiency we call Gun Medic™, Hoppe’s is the only name you need to know 

for firearm cleaning and protection.

®, ™ denote trademarks of Vista Outdoor Inc.©      ©2018 Vista Outdoor Inc.
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